OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER PWD RAJASTHAN JAIPUR

No. CEPWD/ACE (HQ): D- 444


The Addl. Chief Engineer,
PWD Zone I, Jaipur

Sub: Checking of surface evenness by roughometer on PMGSY road works.

Sir,

Bitumenous work on all the PMGSY road works are being done by pavefinisher and to ensure proper surface of the BT road it is essential to check its roughness value by roughometer.

As roughometers are available at all the regional laboratories, please ensure that roughness values of all the completed and on going works of PMGSY be checked before these works are finalized.

Please ensure compliance of the instructions from all the PIU's and field officers.

Yours faithfully,

Addl. Chief Engineer (HQ),
PWD Rajasthan Jaipur

2022

21/12/2003

Copy to D. E. Circle lined I / D. E. Circle (Area) for completion report


Date: 26-12-2003

M/s. M/s.